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DM10 Studio Kit
PROFESSIOnAl SIx-PIECE ElECTROnIC DRUM SET

DM10 high-definition drum module with 12 trigger inputs and mixer >

RealHead 8” and 10” dual-zone drum pads with real mylar heads >

DMPad cymbal pads with triple-zone ride and choke on crash and ride >

Compact, four-post StageRack with integrated boom cymbal arms >

Premium sound library of uncompressed samples from real drums and cymbals >

Dynamic Articulation™ changes sounds’ timbre along with dynamics for realism >

Sound-set loading and use with software drum modules, both via USB >

Play along and record yourself with the sequencer >

Mix input for practicing with CD and MP3 players >

MORE DRUMS, MORE SOUnDS, AnD MORE STABIlITy

Professional Six-Piece Electronic Drum Set

More drums, more sounds, and more stability.

The DM10 Studio Kit combines the natural feel of Alesis RealHead 
drum pads and low-noise DMPad Cymbals with the uncompressed 
sound samples in the groundbreaking DM10 drum module. The DM10 
module delivers impressive sonic realism, 1,000+ built-in sounds, 
and the ability to load new sound sets via USB. you will immediately 
notice the DM10 module’s outstanding sound quality because 
it contains real drum, cymbal and percussion sounds built from 
uncompressed samples of classic studio drums and prized cymbals. 

With its rugged four-post design and industry standard 1 1/2” 
tubing, the StageRack is the backbone of the DM10 Studio Kit. 
The StageRack’s mounts and integrated boom cymbal arms are 
all fully adjustable to securely position your drums, cymbals, 
and module exactly where you want, and keep them there! 

Get more drums, sounds and stability than ever with the DM10 Studio Kit.
FEATURES


